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Abstract
Competitive and cooperative threading are widely used abstractions in computing. In competitive
threading, threads are scheduled preemptively with the goal of minimizing response time, usually of
interactive applications. In cooperative threading, threads are scheduled non-preemptively with the
goal of maximizing throughput or minimizing the completion time, usually in compute-intensive
applications, e.g. scientific computing, machine learning and AI.
Although both of these forms of threading rely on the same abstraction of a thread, they have, to date,
remained largely separate forms of computing. Motivated by the recent increase in the mainstream
use of multicore computers, we propose a threading model that aims to unify competitive and
cooperative threading. To this end, we extend the classic graph-based cost model for cooperative
threading to allow for competitive threading, and describe how such a cost model may be used in a
programming language by presenting a language and a corresponding cost semantics. Finally, we
show that the cost model and the semantics are realizable by presenting an operational semantics
for the language that specifies the behavior of an implementation, as well as an implementation and
a small empirical evaluation.
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Introduction

The idea of multiple threads sharing an address space is one of the most widely applicable abstractions in computer science. Over many years of research and practice, two forms of threading have
emerged: competitive threading and cooperative threading. Although they both rely on essentially
the same abstraction of threads, these two forms of threading differ and complement each other in
their domain of applications, the form of scheduling that they use, and their performance goals, as
summarized by the table below.

Competitive
Cooperative

Application

Scheduling

Goal

Interactive
Parallel

Preempt.
Non-preemp.

Responsiveness
Throughput

Broadly used in interactive systems [33], the work on competitive threads goes back to early
systems such as Xerox’s STAR [56] and Cedar [59]. Such systems rely on threads to implement
responsive interaction between the different components of the systems (e.g., I/O subsystem, the
network) and between the system and the users [33]. Maximizing responsiveness is the main
performance goal in interactive systems, since this is key to the user experience. To this end, threads
are scheduled preemptively, often based on priorities [33, 24, 7, 27].
Cooperative threading is broadly used in fine-grained parallelism, and its use goes back to
early parallel programming languages such as Id [5] and Multilisp [30], but it has regained fresh
popularity with the increasing mainstream availability of multicore computers. Parallel applications,
usually drawn from areas such scientific computing, physical simulations, machine learning and AI,
and discrete optimization, are usually compute-intensive and use threads to reduce execution time.
To this end, they break up the computation into smaller threads that can be run in parallel and rely
on a non-preemptive scheduler to map the threads onto processors. The goal of the scheduler is to
minimize the execution time of a parallel application by maximizing throughput.
It is technically possible to use competitive threading to implement parallel programs by, for
example, creating a small number of system threads and manually scheduling the work of an
application over them. This approach, however, can result in complex, low-level, and error-prone
code. There has therefore been much work on specialized programming languages and language
extensions for parallel systems, including NESL [10], OpenMP, Cilk [26], Fork/Join Java [41],
X10 [18], TBB [36], TPL [42], parallel Haskell [17, 39], parallel ML [25, 37, 50] and Habanero
Java [35]. To ensure high performance, these systems rely on non-preemptive schedulers such as
work stealing [13, 4, 2], depth-first schedulers [11], and priority schedulers [34].
As shared memory multicore computers have become the common platform for essentially all
applications, ranging from compute-intensive to interactive, many applications would benefit from a
threading model that bridges competitive and cooperative threading. In such a model, an application
can create both competitive and cooperative threads and expect them to be scheduled optimally,
that is, to maximize both throughput and responsiveness. For example, an application that interacts
with a user as it also performs parallel compute-intensive tasks mixes throughput-oriented parallel
computation with responsiveness-oriented interaction.
In this paper, we propose a language and accompanying cost model that combines the competitive
and cooperative threading models. We build on a popular graph-based cost model for parallel
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computing (e.g. [38, 13]), which goes back to the 1960s [28], in which an execution of a parallel
program is represented with a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG or simply dag). We extend this
model (Section 2) to allow instructions to be assigned priorities, foreground and background, which
correspond to high-priority and low-priority. We then present a scheduling principle, called prompt
scheduling, which generalizes the standard greedy scheduling [15, 4] to bound both the run-time
and responsiveness of a computation. To establish the bound, we make an important assumption
that requires the absence of priority inversions in which high-priority computations depend on
low-priority ones.
Like all other dag-based cost models, our model allows reasoning about run-time and responsiveness but it leaves an important gap: it only applies to a specific execution of the program rather
than the program. To close this gap, we present a small core language (Section 3), called λip ,
which we equip with a cost semantics, following prior language-based cost models [8, 9, 29]. The
language supports cooperative threading based on the popular fork-join paradigm and competitive
threading based on two constructs for associating priorities with computations. Furthermore, it has
a type system based on linear temporal logic that guarantees that well-typed programs avoid the
above-mentioned priority inversions. The result is the ability to reason about cost at the level of the
program rather than that of the execution.
The dag-based cost models and the cost semantics are both abstract notions of cost that have
little value unless they can be realized by an implementation. We show that the cost semantics of λip
is theoretically realizable by giving a transition system (Section 4) that specifies the implementation
of a language runtime, and proving that the operational semantics matches the cost semantics. The
operational semantics captures important details of an implementation and can be implemented on
a modern multicore machine by providing a scheduling algorithm. We briefly describe (Section 5)
how such a scheduling algorithm may be implemented.
Finally, we present a prototype implementation of the proposed techniques as an extension to the
MLton compiler for Standard ML and perform a small empirical evaluation. Our results show that
our theoretical bounds predict the practical run-time and responsiveness of a number of interactive
parallel programs.

2

The DAG Model and Prompt Scheduling

The Standard DAG Model. It is common to represent parallel computations using directed
acyclic graphs or dags. Vertices of the dag represent instructions of the computation, each of
which executes in one unit of time, which we call a step. Edges represent dependencies between
instructions: an edge from u to u0 indicates that the instruction represented by u must execute before
u0 . For a dag g, we write u g u0 to indicate that u is an ancestor of u0 in g. When it is clear from
the context, we drop g and simply write u  u0 .
For example, consider the function fib(n), which computes the nth Fibonacci number by
performing the two recursive subcalls fib(n-1) and fib(n-2) in parallel1 . Figure 1 shows the
code for fib. We can represent an execution of fib(3) as a dag, as shown in Figure 2. For brevity,
1

While inefficient, this algorithm is commonly used in the literature to illustrate a simple compute-intensive parallel
computation.
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function fib n =
if n <= 1 then n
else
let (a, b) = par (fib (n - 1), fib (n - 2))
in a + b

Figure 1: Code for parallel Fibonnacci.
fib(3)
fib(2)
fib(1)=1 fib(0)=0 fib(1)=1
1+0=1
1+1=2

Figure 2: A dag representation of fib(3).
each vertex represents a call to fib instead of an individual instruction, but can be expanded into
a chain of instructions if desired. Vertices with out-degree two “fork” two parallel computations,
which may be executed in two (cooperative) threads. Vertices with in-degree two “join” two parallel
computations; a join vertex synchronizes its two in-neighbors by waiting for both of them to
complete before executing.
Our Model. To model responsiveness concerns, we extend the standard dag model to allow
certain portions of a dag, called foreground blocks, to be specified as foreground or high-priority
computations. A foreground block is specified by its source and sink vertices. A foreground block
with source s and sink t is written h st i and is the vertex-induced subdag of g consisting of all u such
that s g u g t.
To account for the latency incurred by input operations, we weight edges with the number δ ∈ N
of steps by which the operation represented by the source vertex is delayed [45]. More specifically,
for a weighted edge (u, u0 , δ), if δ = 1, then u incurs no latency and u0 may execute on the next step.
If δ > 1, then u incurred a latency of δ and u0 may execute anytime δ steps after u starts executing.
Mathematically speaking, a dag is a tuple (s, t, V, E, F) consisting of a source vertex s, a sink
vertex t, a set V of vertices (where s, t ∈ V and s g t), a set E of weighted, directed edges, and a
set F of foreground blocks. We will derive run-time and responsiveness properties for dags that
have no priority inversions, in which a high-priority computation depends on a low-priority one.
Without this property, which we call well-formedness, we cannot ensure responsiveness. We say
that a dag is well-formed if each foreground block satisfies the condition that no vertex in the block
except for the source has an incoming edge from outside the block. That is, for all h st i ∈ F and all
u , s ∈ h st i, there does not exist (u0 , u, δ) ∈ E for any u0 < h st i.
3

function hello i =
if i <= 0 then bg ()
else
let _ = output(‘‘What is your name?’’)
x = input ()
_ = output(‘‘Hello, ’’ ˆ x)
in
hello (i-1)
function fib_hello () = par(fib 3, fg (hello 1))

Figure 3: Fibonacci composed with an interactive process.
par
output

fib(3)
fib(2)

fib(1)=1 fib(0)=0 fib(1)=1 input
1+0=1

δ

1+1=2

output

(2, ())
Figure 4: A dag representation of fib_hello.
As an example, consider the simple program shown in Figure 3. The function fib_hello mixes
computation and interaction by computing fib(3) and, in parallel, asking the user a question and
responding to the user’s answer. The keyword fg indicates that the interaction should be given
high priority (i.e. is a foreground computation). Figure 4 illustrates the dag for this program. The
foreground computation is drawn within a box. The edge weight δ stands for the latency incurred
by the input instruction. For all other edges, where the edge weight is 1, we don’t explicitly write
the weight.
Cost Metrics: Work, Span, Width. In parallel computing with cooperative threads, the work
of a dag g, which we write W(g), is defined as the number of vertices in the dag and span S (g) is
defined as the length of the longest path in the dag. When edge weights are used to account for
latency, work remains the same as in the traditional model, because time spent blocking on inputs
requires delay but no computational work. The span, on the other hand, is now the longest weighted
path in the dag. The span takes the delays into account since the computation cannot complete until
all of the inputs are available [45]. As usual, span corresponds to the time needed to complete the
computation with infinitely many processors. Work now corresponds to the total active processing
4

time of the computation. With latencies, it may not be possible to complete the computation in
time W(g).
The rest of this section extends the model to account for prioritized computations and uses
the extensions to bound both the completion time and the responsiveness of interactive parallel
computations. No additional changes are necessary to the notions of work and span beyond including
edge weights in the span. However, we distinguish between total and foreground-only work and
span. The bounds on the response time will involve the work and span of only the foreground blocks,
reflecting the desire that the amount of low-priority computation should not affect responsiveness.
For a foreground block f (which, recall, is itself a subdag of the overall dag of the computation), we
write W( f ) and S ( f ) for the work and span, respectively of the block. For a graph g = (s, t, V, E, F),
the foreground work W ◦ (g) and foreground span S ◦ (g) are the sum over all foreground blocks:
P
W ◦ (g) ,
W( f )
P f ∈F
◦
S (g) ,
f ∈F S ( f )
To bound the response time, we define a new notion, called foreground width, which intuitively
corresponds to the maximum number of foreground blocks that can be executing at the same time.
Formally, we say that two foreground blocks f1 and f2 are serial if there exists a directed path in
the graph from a vertex of f1 to a vertex of f2 or vice versa. A set of foreground blocks F 0 ⊂ F is
independent if for all f1 , f2 ∈ F 0 , f1 and f2 are not serial. The foreground width D(g) of a graph g is

D(g) , max |F 0 | | F 0 ⊂ F ∧ F 0 is independent
Prompt Schedules. A schedule is an assignment of vertices to processors at each step such that
if a vertex u is executed at step i, it is ready at step i. A vertex u is ready if all of its ancestors
have executed and its latency requirements (if any) have expired. A schedule is greedy if as many
ready vertices as possible are executed at each step. Greedy schedules suffice to minimize run-time
(to within a constant factor of optimal), but not response time of high-priority computations. To
reduce response time, we propose a generalization of greedy scheduling which we call prompt
scheduling. We say that a schedule is prompt if it is greedy and it also gives priority to foreground
blocks, executing as many foreground vertices as possible at each step (up to the number of ready
foreground vertices or the number of processors).
Let T P denote the time to execute a given parallel computation on P processors using a given
schedule. Let f = h st i be a foreground block. Given a schedule, we define the P-processor response
time, RP ( f ) as the number of steps between when s becomes ready and when t is executed (inclusive).
We define the total P-processor response time, RP , as the sum of RP ( f ) for all foreground blocks in
the dag.
The run-time of a greedy schedule of a dag g is bounded by W(g)
+ S (g) P−1
[20, 12]. Results
P
P
such as this are well-studied in the literature, and often attributed to Brent [15], who proved a similar
result for “level-by-level” schedules. A similar bound exists for weighted dags such as the ones we
use [45], but without the P−1
factor, since in this case it is possible for all processors to be idle at
P
once, which is not possible in the traditional setting without latencies. We generalize this bound
to prompt schedules, taking into account both the run-time and the response time. The intuition
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behind this proof, and many proofs of Brent-type theorems, is that, by definition, a greedy schedule
(all prompt schedules are greedy) will either execute P instructions or execute all ready instructions
(an entire “level” of the dag), decreasing the critical path by 1. To show the bound on the response
time, we similarly show that, if any foreground blocks are ready, each step decreases the foreground
work by P or the foreground span by the number of ready foreground blocks.
Theorem 1. Consider a parallel computation represented by a well-formed dag g with foreground
width D. If this computation is scheduled with a prompt schedule, then T P ≤ W(g)
+ S (g) and
P
W ◦ (g)
◦
RP ≤ D P + S (g).
Proof. Since all prompt schedules are greedy, the bound on T P follows from the run-time bound for
weighted dags [45]. We now show the bound on the response time.
We split the total response time into two components RB (for steps when all processors are Busy
with foreground work) and RI (for when some processors are Idle or not busy with foreground
work), which we will bound separately by visualizing each quantity as a bucket to which tokens
are added. The total response time is the total number of tokens in RB and RI at the end of the
computation. We will also need a bucket WB to track the “busy” component of the work. At a step i,
suppose there are ni ready foreground vertices which come from Ni foreground blocks. If ni ≥ P,
then this is a busy step: place this step’s Ni tokens in bucket RB and P tokens in WB . If ni < P, then
place Ni tokens in RI .
Since Ni ≤ D, for every P tokens placed in WB , at most D tokens are placed in RB . So, at any
time, RDB ≤ WPB .
At the end of the computation, the total number of tokens in the work bucket is at most W ◦ (g)
since at busy steps, a prompt
schedule will execute only foreground vertices. Thus, at the end of the
◦
computation, RB ≤ D W P(g) .
Now consider a token placed in RI at step i. This token corresponds to a foreground block f for
which at least one vertex is ready at step i. Let gi be the sub-dag consisting of vertices of f that have
not been executed after step i. Extend this in the following way to form a dag g∗i . All vertices and
edges in gi are also in g∗i . In addition, for all edges (u, u0 , δ) where u is in f \ gi and u0 is in gi (that
is, u has been executed by the end of step i and u0 has not), if u was executed in step i − j, add to g∗i
vertices u1 , . . . , uδ− j−1 and edges (u1 , u2 , 1), . . . , (uδ− j−1 , u, 1) (that is, add a chain of length δ − j − 1
before u). Note that because g is well-formed, no vertex of gi may have edges from outside f in g
(except the source of f , but the source must be ready or executed at step i or no vertex of f would
be ready), and so the vertices of f that are ready at the start of step i + 1 are exactly those vertices
that are contained in gi and have in-degree zero in g∗i . By the definition of a prompt schedule, it
must be the case that all ready vertices of f at step i are executed at step i, and so do not appear
in g∗i+1 . In addition, for any vertex that is incurring latency at the start of step i and so has a chain
before it in g∗i , the chain is decreased by one vertex in g∗i+1 . Together, these facts mean that every
vertex in g∗i with in-degree zero is not present in g∗i+1 , and so the longest path in g∗i+1 is one shorter
than the longest path in g∗i . Since the longest path in g∗0 , by definition, has length S ( f ), at most S ( f )
tokens can be placed in RI corresponding to f . In total, RI ≤ S ◦ (g). Take the total response time to
be RB + RI .
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...
W ◦ − 2D

D

Figure 5: Intuition for the lower bound proof.
Lower Bounds for Online Scheduling. Given a parallel computation represented by a wellformed dag g, Theorem 1 gives an upper bound on the running time and the responsiveness of a
prompt schedule. The run-time bound, like the similar bound for greedy schedules, is within a
factor of two of optimal, because W(g)/P and S (g) are both, individually, lower bounds on the
computation time. We now show a similar result for the bound on the response time under certain
conditions: for the bound, we assume an online scheduling algorithm that has no prior knowledge
of the computation dag. Specifically, we show that no matter what decisions the scheduler makes,
there exists a dag whose response time is no lower than half of the given bound.
Recall that the response time is the sum over all foreground blocks f of the time taken to
execute f . Since S ( f ) is a lower bound on the time to execute f , S ◦ (g), which is the sum of the
spans over all blocks, is a lower bound on response time. Thus, to establish a 2-approximation, it
suffices to show that DW ◦ /P is also a lower bound on response time. This is the only part of the
argument that relies on the online assumption on the scheduling algorithm. Consider a computation
with total work W ◦ + 2D which consists only of D  W ◦ foreground blocks, each of which is
sequential, and the two trees of vertices necessary to fork off and join these foreground blocks.
Once all of the foreground blocks have been spawned, think of the work of the computation as W ◦
“bricks” which are distributed arbitrarily into D stacks, as illustrated in Figure 5. At each step, a
prompt scheduler will remove one brick from each of min(D, P) stacks (foreground blocks). When
a stack is empty, that block is complete and no longer counts toward the response time. Since, by
assumption, the scheduler only knows which blocks are ready (which stacks have a brick on top)
and cannot base its decisions on how large each stack is (this would require knowing how long a
block will take to execute), we may play a game against the scheduler. Start by placing two bricks
on each stack. Keep the rest of the bricks hidden. At each step, when the scheduler removes a brick
from a stack, place another brick at the bottom of that stack until you run out of bricks. In this way,
W ◦ −2D
all D blocks will be ready for at least min(D,P)
steps (the number of steps it will take to run out of
◦
W ◦ −2D
W◦
bricks), which will cause the response time to be at least D min(D,P)
≈ D min(D,P)
≥ D WP .

3

A Language for Responsive Parallelism

We introduce a core calculus called λip , which extends a functional core with constructs for I/O,
parallelism and priority. The type system of λip separates subcomputations by priority and enforces
that high-priority computations do not depend on low-priority ones. The dynamics of λip is given
by a cost semantics, which computes not only the value of an expression, but also an execution dag
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Types τ ::= unit | nat | τ1 → τ2 | τ1 × τ2 | τ1 + τ2 | τ
Exprs. e ::= x | hi | n | λx:τ.e | e e | he, ei | fst(e) |
snd(e) | inl(e) | inr(e) | case(e){x.e; y.e} |
fix x:τ is e | e k e |
out(e) | inp[d](x.e) | bg(e) | fg(e)

Figure 6: Syntax of λip .
of the kind described in Section 2, which allows us to reason about cost at the level of the language,
and to apply the prompt scheduling theorem to the run-time and responsiveness of programs.
To introduce the features of the language, we consider several simple examples, wherein we use,
for convenience, “syntactic sugar,” such as let binding, that can be easily expressed in λip . We also
make use of base types such as strings and booleans that are not described in the formalism.

3.1

Syntax and Examples

The syntax of λip is given in Figure 6. Expressions e include the standard introduction and
elimination forms for base types, functions, pairs and sums: natural numbers n, unit values, λabstractions, application, pairs, projection, injection, and case analysis. We do not include operations
(such as + and <) on natural numbers for simplicity, but these could be added in a straightforward
way. The fixed point operator fix x:τ is e allows expressing recursion. Parallel tuples e1 k e2
(written par(e1, e2) in examples) allow for fork-join parallelism: the expressions e1 and e2 denote
parallel expressions that may be evaluated in parallel.
Input and Output. The construct inp[d](x.e) binds user input to the variable x in evaluating e
and out(e) outputs the value of e to the user. The annotation d relates to the cost semantics; we
ignore it for now. Our techniques do not make assumptions about how exactly input/output is
performed (e.g., via a console, through GUI operations, over a network). We therefore leave these
details unspecified for simplicity. Because natural numbers are the only interesting base type of λip ,
only natural numbers can be input/output; generalization to other base types such as strings, as used
in our examples, is straightforward. Figure 3 shows an example interactive function hello that asks
the user questions, repeating for a number of times specified by the argument i.
Prioritized Computation. Now consider a parallel interactive program combining hello and
fib from Figure 3:
function fib_hello () = par(fib 43, hello 15)

This code cannot guarantee responsiveness because it does not distinguish between the competitive
thread, executing hello 15, and the many low-priority computation threads created by fib 43. A
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function fib_server () =
let n = input () in
if n < 0 then ()
else
output (fib n);
fib_server ()

function fib_server () =
let n = input () in
if n < 0 then bg ()
else
bg (output (fib n));
fib_server ()

function main () =
fib_server ()

function main () =
fg (fib_server ())

Figure 7: Server (l) without priorities and (r) with priorities.
scheduler might get lucky, but in general, responses to the user could get arbitrarily delayed as the
computation threads starve the interaction.2
As the fib_hello example illustrates, we would like to enable the programmer to distinguish
between high-priority and low-priority computations. To this end, λip provides two language
constructs, fg(e) and bg(e), that represent, respectively, a foreground computation that runs with
high priority, and a background computation that runs with low priority from within a foreground
block. Using these constructs, we can write fib_hello so that it runs hello in the foreground as
shown in Figure 3.
In the example fib_hello, foreground and background computations do not interact in interesting ways. For an example where they do, consider a “Fibonacci server”, fib_server, shown in
Figure 7 on the left. The function asks the user for an input n (a natural number) and computes
the nth Fibonacci number using fib. Because a Fibonacci computation performs a large amount
of work, the input loop could become sluggish. In λip , the programmer can solve this problem by
running fib_server in the foreground and fib in the background, as shown on the right in Figure 7.
The expression bg (output (fib n)) spawns a new background thread to perform the Fibonacci
computation asynchronously and output the result. The foreground computation can spawn many
background computations, each of which computes the requested Fibonacci number in parallel with
other background computations as well as the foreground interactive server loop.

3.2

Type System

As presented so far, the language allows “priority inversions” in which foreground code blocks on
background computation. As an example, consider the following variant of the Fibonacci server:
1
2
3
4
5

function fib_server_bad () =
let n = input () in
if n < 0 then bg ()
else let fibn = bg (fib n) in
output (fg (fibn));
2

Although we do not discuss the details in the paper, we confirmed that indeed such an implementation has poor
responsiveness.
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fib_server_bad ()

6
7
8

function main () = fg (fib_server_bad ())

The function fib_server_bad receives the input n from the user and then creates a background
computation fibn to compute the nth Fibonacci number (Line 4). It then immediately demands the
result for output (Line 5). This program might not be responsive because a foreground computation
(function fib_server_bad) is waiting on a potentially long-running background computation.
To prevent such responsiveness problems, the type system of λip enforces a clean separation
between foreground and background code, using techniques inspired by prior type systems for
staged computation (Section 6). This separation is sufficient to show (in Section 3.3) that the dags
corresponding to well-typed λip programs are well-formed in the sense of Section 2 and thus, by
Theorem 1, admit prompt schedules that bound responsiveness and completion time. In this section,
we describe the salient aspects of the type system.
The types τ include unit and natural numbers as base types, as well as functions, binary tuples
and binary sums and the circle type τ, which represents background computations. Figure 8
shows the typing rules. The typing judgment has the form Γ ` e : τ@w indicating that e has type τ
at “world” w. The world is either F or B, indicating that the expression is suitable for the foreground
or background, respectively. Contexts Γ have entries of the form x : τ @ w, indicating that variable x
is in the context with type τ at world w.
Most of the rules allow expressions to type at any world, but require all subexpressions to be
at the same world as the whole expression. Transitions between worlds are effected by the bg(e)
and fg(e) operations. If e has type τ in the background (world B), then the expression bg(e) has the
type τ in the foreground (world F). This allows encapsulated background computations to be
created and passed around in the foreground. If e has type τ in world F, then the expression fg(e)
has type τ in B. This means that the result of an encapsulated computation can only be demanded in
the background, which precludes priority inversions. For example, this restriction will rule out the
function fib_server_bad above, since this function is called in the foreground and the expression
fg fibn cannot be assigned a type in the foreground.
There are two rules for typing variables. If x : τ @ w is in the context, the variable x has type τ
at world w. We also allow variables of type nat to type at either world, allowing foreground code
to make use of variables (of type nat) bound in the background and vice versa. The restriction
to type nat ensures that code can’t “escape” to the wrong world encapsulated in a function or
thread. This is related to the mobility restriction of Murphy et al. [46], and could easily be expanded
to allow any “mobile” type, including sums and products (but not functions or encapsulations of
type τ).

3.3

Cost Semantics

We now define a cost semantics for λip , which both computes the value of an expression and
determines an execution dag of the kind described in Section 2 for a λip program. The parallel
structure of the program, as well as the cost metrics such as work and span, can be read off from the
resulting dag, and are used to reason about the run-time and responsiveness of parallel programs.
10

Γ, x : τ @ w ` e : τ0 @w
Γ, x : τ @ w ` x : τ@w

Γ, x : nat @ w ` x : τ@w0

Γ ` e1 : τ → τ0 @w

Γ ` e2 : τ@w

Γ ` hi : unit@w

Γ ` e1 : τ1 @w

Γ ` e1 e2 : τ @w

Γ ` n : nat@w

Γ ` e2 : τ2 @w

Γ ` e1 : τ1 @w

Γ ` he1 , e2 i : τ1 × τ2 @w

0

Γ ` λx:τ.e : τ → τ0 @w
Γ ` e2 : τ2 @w

Γ ` e1 k e2 : τ1 × τ2 @w

Γ ` e : τ1 × τ2 @w

Γ ` e : τ1 × τ2 @w

Γ ` e : τ1 @w

Γ ` e : τ2 @w

Γ ` fst(e) : τ1 @w

Γ ` snd(e) : τ2 @w

Γ ` inl(e) : τ1 + τ2 @w

Γ ` inr(e) : τ1 + τ2 @w

Γ ` e : τ1 + τ2 @w

Γ, x : τ1 @ w ` e1 : τ0 @w

Γ, y : τ2 @ w ` e2 : τ0 @w

Γ, x : τ @ w ` e : τ@w

Γ ` case(e){x.e1 ; y.e2 } : τ @w

Γ ` fix x:τ is e : τ@w

0

Γ ` e : nat@w

Γ, x : nat @ w ` e : τ@w

Γ ` out(e) : unit@w

Γ ` inp[d](x.e) : τ@w

Γ ` e : τ@B
Γ ` bg(e) :

Γ`e:

τ@F

τ@F

Γ ` fg(e) : τ@B

Figure 8: Static semantics of λip
e1 ⇓∆ λx:τ.e; g1
∆

e2 ⇓∆ v; g2
∆

v ⇓ v; ∅

[v/x]e ⇓∆ v0 ; g3

e ⇓∆ hv1 , v2 i; g

snd(e) ⇓∆ v2 ; g ⊕ [u]
e ⇓∆ inl(v); g1

he1 , e2 i ⇓∆ hv1 , v2 i; g1 ⊕ g2

[v/x]e1 ⇓∆ v0 ; g2

e ⇓∆ inr(v); g1

u fresh

case(e){x.e1 ; y.e2 } ⇓∆ v0 ; g1 ⊕ [u] ⊕ g2
g = (s, t, V, E, F)

u fresh

∆

bg(e) ⇓ thread[t](v); g
[n/x]e ⇓∆ v; g

fst(e) ⇓ v1 ; g ⊕ [u]

e2 ⇓∆ v2 ; g2

e1 ⇓∆ v1 ; g1

u fresh

u

u1 fresh

u fresh

∆

0

e1 e2 ⇓ v ; g1 ⊕ g2 ⊕ [u] ⊕ g3
e ⇓∆ hv1 , v2 i; g

e ⇓∆ v; g

u fresh

e1 ⇓∆ v1 ; g1

e2 ⇓∆ v2 ; g2

e1 k e2 ⇓∆ hv1 , v2 i; g1 ⊗ g2
[v/y]e2 ⇓∆ v0 ; g2

u fresh

case(e){x.e1 ; y.e2 } ⇓∆ v0 ; g1 ⊕ [u] ⊕ g2
e ⇓∆ thread[u1 ](v); g

e ⇓∆ v; g

u2 fresh

∆

fg(e) ⇓ v; (g ) ⊕ [u2 ] ∪ {(u1 , u2 , 1)}
u2 fresh

δ ∈ ∆(d)

out(e) ⇓ hi; g ⊕ [u]

[fix x:τ is e/x]e ⇓∆ v; g

∆

u fresh
∆

u fresh

∆

inp[d](x.e) ⇓ v; [u1 ] ⊕δ [u2 ] ⊕ g

fix x:τ is e ⇓ v; [u] ⊕ g

Figure 9: Cost Semantics.
The cost semantics is given in Figure 9. The judgment e ⇓∆ v; g states that the expression e
evaluates to v and has cost graph g. The judgment is parametrized by ∆ : InputIDs → 2N , a mapping
which assigns a set of possible delays to each input identifier d (recall from the syntax that input
operations are tagged with such identifiers). Values v consist of the unit value, numerals, lambda
abstractions, pairs and injections of values, and a new form of thread handle which abstractly
represents a thread as the value to which it will evaluate and a handle to the sink of its expression’s
cost graph:
v ::= hi | n | λx:τ.e | hv, vi | inl(v) | inr(v) | thread[u](v)
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[u]
[(u1 , u2 , δ)]
(s1 , t1 , V1 , E1 , F1 ) ⊕δ (s2 , t2 , V2 , E2 , F2 )
g1 ⊕ g2
(s1 , t1 , V1 , E1 , F1 ) ⊗ (s2 , t2 , V2 , E2 , F2 )
(s, t, V, E, F)
(s, t, V, E, F)

u

=
=
=
=
=

(u, u, {u}, ∅, ∅)
(u1 , u2 , {u1 , u2 }, {(u1 , u2 , δ)}, ∅)
(s1 , t2 , V1 ∪ V2 , E1 ∪ E2 ∪ {(t1 , s2 , δ)}, F1 ∪ F2 )
g1 ⊕1 g2
(s, t, V1 ∪ V2 ∪ {s, t}, E1 ∪ E2 ∪
{(s, s1 , 1), (s, s2 , 1), (t1 , t, 1), (t2 , t, 1)}, F1 ∪ F2 ) s, t fresh
= (u, u, V ∪ {u}, E ∪ {(u, s, 1)}, F)
= (s, t, V, E, F ∪ {h st i})

Figure 10: Graph building and composition operations.
s

g1
δ

g1

g2

u

g2
g

t
Figure 11: From left: g1 ⊕δ g2 , g1 ⊗ g2 , and g

u

...

.

Many of the rules for the sequential components of the language and parallel tuples are based on
the cost semantics of Spoonhower et al. [58]. The rules for generating and joining with background
threads (bg(e) and fg(e), respectively), are based on Spoonhower’s treatment of futures [57], which
share the property that an asynchronous expression is spawned in one part of a computation and
demanded in another.
The generation of cost graphs is defined as part of the derivation of the evaluation judgment. A
graph may consist of a single vertex, written [u], or a single edge, written [(u1 , u2 , δ)], or may be
formed by combining smaller graphs, which are generally produced from evaluating subexpressions.
In most cases, subexpressions are evaluated sequentially, represented in the cost graph by combining
the cost graphs of the subexpressions using serial composition g1 ⊕ g2 which joins the sink of g1
to the source of g2 by an edge of weight 1 (a more general form, ⊕δ , uses an edge of weight δ, as
shown in Figure 11). The empty graph ∅ is an identity for ⊕. In the rule for e1 k e2 , the cost graphs
for e1 and e2 are combined using parallel composition g1 ⊗ g2 , which joins the graphs in parallel
with new vertices s and t as the source and sink (Figure 11). If one of the graphs is empty, the other
is simply composed with s and t.
The rule for bg(e) uses the left parallel composition operator [57]. The graph g u “hangs g off
of” vertex u (Figure 11). For the purposes of sequentially composing this graph with other graphs,
u is both the source and the sink, reflecting the fact that the new thread is executed concurrently
with the continuation of the current thread.
The rule for fg(e) evaluates e to a background thread and also gets a handle to the sink of
the cost graph for the thread’s expression. The rule adds an edge between the sink and the vertex
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representing the fg instruction. In the rule for fg(e), the cost graph for e is marked as foreground
with the operation g . This operation produces a foreground block h st i where s and t are the source
and sink of g. Finally, the input rule adds an edge of weight δ, where δ is chosen nondeterministically
from ∆(d).
Figure 10 formally defines the graph formation and composition operations.
Recall that, in order to apply the results of Section 2 to the dags generated by the cost semantics,
we need to show that such dags are well-formed. The well-formedness assumption requires that
there are no edges to internal nodes of foreground blocks. Such an edge would correspond to a
priority inversion in the language, and is ruled out by the type system, as we will now show. We
first show that an expression that types in the foreground will correspond to a dag with no nested
foreground blocks or external dependencies.
Lemma 1. If · ` e : τ@F and e ⇓∆ v; (s, t, V, E, F), then F = ∅ and for all (u0 , u, δ) ∈ E, we have
u ∈ V.
Proof. By induction on the derivation of · ` e : τ@F.



This result can then be easily extended to show that well-typed programs produce well-formed
dags.
Theorem 2. If · ` e : τ@w and e ⇓∆ v; g, g is well-formed.
Proof. Let g = (s, t, V, E, F). Proceed by induction on the derivation of e ⇓∆ v; g. The interesting
case is the rule for fg(e0 ), which adds a foreground block. By inversion, e0 ⇓∆ v0 ; (s0 , t0 , V 0 , E 0 , F 0 )
and by inversion on the typing rules, · ` e0 : τ@F. By Lemma 1, F 0 = ∅ and for all (u0 , u, δ) ∈ E 0 ,
0
we have u0 ∈ V 0 . By the cost semantics, we have F = {h st0 i} and E = E 0 ∪ {(t, u2 , 1), (u1 , u2 , 1)}
0
0
0
Since no edge is added with a target in h st0 i, there is no u ∈ h st0 i such that (u0 , u, δ) ∈ E for u0 < h st0 i.
No other rule adds an edge to a vertex of a subdag except to its source, so well-formedness is
preserved.


4

Semantic Realization

We have thus far established bounds on the responsiveness and run-time of prompt schedules
of well-formed execution dags (Theorem 1), and defined a language for prioritized interactive
parallelism whose cost semantics generates only such dags. The cost model provides a theory of the
responsiveness and efficiency of λip programs with which we can derive results about programs,
but these results remain abstract until we validate them with respect to a lower-level model. In this
section, we give a transition semantics that specifies an implementation of λip , and show that the
cost attributed to a program by the cost model corresponds to a more concrete notion of cost in
terms of steps of the transition system.
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4.1

Operational Semantics

Since the operational semantics is a transition system, it must be able to represent intermediate
states of computation. In particular, such an intermediate state may have many active threads of
execution. We will name these threads with thread symbols, for which we use the metavariables a,
b, c and variants. We use these symbols for threads generated by parallel pairs e1 k e2 as well as
background threads. We also introduce three new expression forms which are not needed for source
programs (i.e. programs that have not begun evaluation):
e ::= · · · | tid[a] | join[a, b] | in(x.e)
The first, tid[a], is a runtime representation of a background thread identified by thread symbol a.
The second, join[a, b], is a parallel tuple whose components are being evaluated by threads a and b.
Finally, in(x.e) will be used to represent an input expression whose latency has expired but which
has not yet produced an input value.
We also introduce thread pools. A thread pool µ is a mapping from thread identifiers a to pairs
(δ, e) of a delay and an expression, indicating that thread a may run command e after δ steps. We
write a thread pool as
a1 ,→ (δ1 , e1 ) ] . . . ] an ,→ (δn , en )
and the concatenation of two disjoint thread pools as µ1 ] µ2 .
We extend the type system to account for threads. The new typing judgment is Γ `Σ e : τ@w,
which includes a thread signature Σ. Thread signatures have entries of the form a ∼ τ @ w, indicating
that thread a is running an expression of type τ at world w. The modified typing rules are shown
in Figure 12. Most are unchanged from Figure 8 and simply pass the thread signature through.
The rules for join[a, b] and tid[b] look up the thread identifiers in the signature and produce the
appropriate types.
A new typing judgment, Γ `Σ0 µ : Σ, indicates that the thread pool µ has the signature Σ. The
rules require that a ∼ τ @ w ∈ Σ if and only if a ,→ (δ, e) ∈ µ and e has type τ at world w. For the
purposes of typing, thread pools are ordered and threads may only refer to threads that come later in
µ. This ensures that the references between threads are acyclic. However, we will occasionally treat
the thread pool as the unordered set of its threads when this property is not important. Expressions
are also allowed to refer to threads in Σ0 , which must be disjoint from Σ, allowing us to type just a
part of a thread pool, whose expressions may refer to threads outside this part. Whenever µ is the
entire thread pool, Σ0 will be empty.
Lemma 2 states a property of thread pool typing which will be useful later: the concatenation of
two thread pools is well-typed with the concatenation of the two signatures.
Lemma 2. If Γ `Σ2 ,Σ0 µ1 : Σ1 and Γ `Σ0 µ2 : Σ2 then Γ `Σ0 µ1 ] µ2 : Σ1 , Σ2 .
Proof. By induction on the derivation of Γ `Σ0 µ1 : Σ1 . If µ1 = ∅, then the result is trivial. Otherwise,
µ1 = a ,→ (δ, e) ] µ01 and Σ1 = Σ01 , a ∼ τ @ w and Γ `Σ0 ,Σ01 e : τ@w and Γ `Σ2 ,Σ0 µ01 : Σ01 . By induction,
Γ `Σ0 µ01 ] µ2 : Σ01 , Σ2 . By weakening, Γ `Σ0 ,Σ01 ,Σ2 e : τ@w. The result follows from the thread pool
typing rules.
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Expression typing Γ `Σ e : τ@w
Γ, x : τ @ w `Σ x : τ@w

Γ, x : nat @ w `Σ x : τ@w0

Γ, x : τ @ w `Σ e : τ0 @w Γ `Σ e1 : τ → τ0 @w
Γ `Σ λx:τ.e : τ → τ @w

Γ `Σ hi : unit@w

Γ `Σ e2 : τ@w

Γ `Σ e1 : τ1 @w

Γ `Σ e1 e2 : τ @w

0

Γ `Σ e2 : τ2 @w

Γ `Σ e1 k e2 : τ1 × τ2 @w

Γ `Σ,a∼τ1 @w,b∼τ2 @w join[a, b] : τ1 × τ2 @w
Γ `Σ e : τ1 + τ2 @w

Γ `Σ e2 : τ2 @w

Γ `Σ he1 , e2 i : τ1 × τ2 @w

0

Γ `Σ e1 : τ1 @w

Γ `Σ n : nat@w

Γ `Σ e : τ1 × τ2 @w

Γ `Σ e : τ1 × τ2 @w

Γ `Σ fst(e) : τ1 @w

Γ `Σ snd(e) : τ2 @w

Γ `Σ e : τ1 @w

Γ `Σ e : τ2 @w

Γ `Σ inl(e) : τ1 + τ2 @w

Γ `Σ inr(e) : τ1 + τ2 @w

Γ, x : τ1 @ w `Σ e1 : τ0 @w

Γ, y : τ2 @ w `Σ e2 : τ0 @w

Γ `Σ case(e){x.e1 ; y.e2 } : τ0 @w
Γ, x : τ @ w `Σ e : τ@w

Γ `Σ e : nat@w

Γ, x : nat @ w `Σ e : τ@w

Γ `Σ fix x:τ is e : τ@w

Γ `Σ out(e) : unit@w

Γ `Σ inp[d](x.e) : τ@w

Γ `Σ e : τ@B

Γ, x : nat @ w `Σ e : τ@w
Γ `Σ in(x.e) : τ@w

Γ `Σ bg(e) :

Γ `Σ e :

τ@F

Γ `Σ,b∼τ@B tid[b] :

τ@F

τ@F

Γ `Σ fg(e) : τ@B

Thread pool typing Γ `Σ µ : Σ0
Γ `Σ,Σ0 e : τ@w
Γ `Σ0 ∅ : ·

Γ `Σ0 µ : Σ

Γ `Σ0 a ,→ (δ, e) ] µ : Σ, a ∼ τ @ w

Figure 12: Extended static semantics of λip
The operational semantics of λip consists of two components: local and global [32]. The local
semantics concerns individual threads, and indicates how expressions transition. Selected rules are
presented in Figure 13. The rules in this figure correspond to two judgments. The judgment e val
indicates that e is an irreducible value. Values are the unit value, numerals, functions, pairs and
injections of values, and thread handles tid[b]. The local transition judgment is
e | µ 7→∆a (δ0 , e0 ) | µ ] µ0
which states that thread a running e transitions to e0 , possibly spawning new threads, which are
collected in µ0 . The original thread pool µ is unchanged; threads are never altered or removed by
local transitions. The thread identifier a is not important for the local transition, but will be used in
some of the global definitions and results. The new expression e0 will be able to run after a delay of
δ0 steps (if δ0 = 0, it can run immediately). As with the cost semantics, the judgment is parametrized
by a delay assignment ∆.
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e1 val
hi val

λx:τ.e val

n val

he1 , e2 i val

e1 e2 | µ

(δ, e01

e2 ) | µ ] µ

b fresh

e val

e val

inl(e) val

inr(e) val

e2 | µ 7→∆a (δ, e02 ) | µ ] µ0

e1 | µ 7→∆a (δ, e01 ) | µ ] µ0
7 ∆a
→

e2 val

0

(λx:τ.e1 ) e2 | µ

7 ∆a
→

(δ, (λx:τ.e1 ) e02 )

e2 val
| µ]µ

(0, tid[b]) | µ ] b ,→ (0, e)

fg(e) | µ

7 ∆a
→

(δ, fg(e )) | µ ] µ
0

e | µ 7→∆a (δ, e0 ) | µ ] µ0
out(e) | µ

7 ∆a
→

(δ, out(e )) | µ ] µ
0

eb val

ec val

join[b, c] | µ 7→∆a (0, heb , ec i) | µ

e | µ 7→∆a (δ, e0 ) | µ ] µ0

b fresh
bg(e) | µ

(λx:τ.e1 ) e2 | µ 7→∆a (0, [e2 /x]e1 ) | µ

0

µ = b ,→ (δb , eb ) ] c ,→ (δc , ec ) ] µ0

c fresh

e1 k e2 | µ 7→∆a (0, join[b, c]) | µ ] b ,→ (0, e1 ) ] c ,→ (0, e2 )
7 ∆a
→

tid[a] val

µ = b ,→ (δ, e) ] µ0
0

fg(tid[b]) | µ

7 ∆a
→

e val
(0, e) | µ

e val
0

out(e) | µ 7→∆a (0, hi) | µ

δ ∈ ∆(d)
inp[d](x.e) | µ 7→∆a (δ − 1, in(x.e)) | µ

in(x.e) | µ 7→∆a (0, [n/x]e) | µ

Figure 13: Selected local dynamic rules.
Most of the transition rules are straightforward and are omitted. The complete rules for function
application are given as an example: in e1 e2 , the subexpression e1 is stepped until it is a lambda
abstraction, then e2 is stepped until it is a value, which is then substituted for the variable in the
body of the abstraction using standard capture-avoiding substitution. A parallel tuple e1 k e2 spawns
two new threads b and c to execute e1 and e2 , respectively. The local thread a steps to join[b, c],
indicating that this thread is now waiting for b and c to complete. When both threads have stepped
to irreducible values, join[b, c] steps to a pair of the two values. In the same vein, bg(e) spawns a
new thread b to evaluate e and returns the thread handle tid[b]. Note that, while threads spawned
by parallel tuples and threads spawned by bg(e) are treated identically by the semantics (i.e. they
are stepped with the same transitions and not distinguished in the thread pool), the threads b and c
spawned by a parallel tuple are never referred to by thread handles (e.g. tid[b]) because these
threads are not first class.
The expression fg(e) steps e until it reaches fg(tid[b]), which then blocks until thread b has
evaluated its expression down to an irreducible value e0 , at which point fg(tid[b]) steps to e0 . The
input rule is the only one which results in a delay, which is chosen nondeterministically from ∆(d).
After the delay, the new expression in(x.e) nondeterministically chooses a natural number n to
substitute for x in e, representing the uncertainty in the input from the user or environment.
We can prove type safety at the local level by showing that progress and preservation results
hold for the local dynamics. Both lemmas have some unusual features. Local progress states that if
an expression is well-typed, it is either fully evaluated or can take a step, or is waiting for some
other thread using join or fg (which can take a step or is delayed).
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e val
∅ final

µ final

a ,→ (δ, e) ] µ final

µ = a1 ,→ (δ1 , e1 ) ] . . . ] an ,→ (δn , en )
∀N < i ≤ n.δ0i = max(0, δi − 1)
N≤n
∀1 ≤ i ≤ N.δi = 0
∀1 ≤ i ≤ N.ei | µ 7→∆ai (δ0i , e0i ) | µ ] µ0i
r; µ 7→glo r + |RFB(µ)|; a1 ,→ (δ01 , e01 ) ] . . . ] aN ,→ (δ0N , e0N ) ] aN+1 ,→ (δ0N+1 , eN+1 ) ] . . . ] an ,→ (δ0n , en ) ] µ01 ] . . . ] µ0N

Figure 14: Global Dynamics.
Lemma 3 (Local Progress). If · `Σ e : τ@w and · `· µ : Σ, a ∼ τ @ w, then either e val or
e | µ 7→∆a (δ, e0 ) | µ ] µ0 or there exists b ,→ (δb , eb ) ∈ µ such that δb > 0 or eb | µ 7→∆b (δ0b , e0b ) | µ ] µ0 .
Proof. By induction on the derivations of · `Σ e : τ@w and · `· µ : Σ, a ∼ τ @ w. In most of the base
cases, e either is a value or can step. The interesting cases are e = fg(tid[b]) and e = join[b, c].
Consider the case for foreground. By inversion, b ∼ τ @ B ∈ Σ and b ,→ (δb , eb ) ∈ µ. If δb > 0,
the case is proven, so suppose δb = 0. By induction, either (1) eb val and e | µ 7→∆a (0, eb ) | µ
or (2) eb | µ 7→∆b (δ0b , e0b ) | µ ] µ0 or (3) there exists c ,→ (δc , ec ) ∈ µ such that δc > 0 or
ec | µ 7→∆c (δ0c , e0c ) | µ ] µ0 . In cases (2) or (3), b and c, respectively, meet the conditions in the
theorem. The case for join is similar.

The statement of preservation is more standard but requires finding a signature Σ0 which accounts
for the new threads that are created when e takes a step.
Lemma 4 (Local Preservation). If · `Σ e : τ@w and e | µ 7→∆a (δ, e0 ) | µ ] µ0 , then there exists Σ0
such that · `Σ,Σ0 e0 : τ@w and · `Σ µ0 : Σ0 .
Proof. Induction on the derivation of e | µ 7→∆a (δ, e0 ) | µ ] µ0 .



The global rules in Figure 14 define the transitions of entire thread pools, i.e. the entire state of
the computation. The judgment µ final states that µ has completed evaluating and its rules simply
require that all threads in µ be irreducible. The global step relation is
r; µ 7→glo r0 ; µ0
and has only one rule, which allows some number N of threads whose delay is 0 to step using
the local dynamics. There is also a counter for the total response time r, which at each step is
incremented by the number of ready foreground blocks3 (the formal definition of RFB(µ), which
counts the ready foreground blocks in a thread pool, is straightforward and omitted for simplicity).
The new thread pool consists of the updated threads 1 through N, and the unaltered threads N + 1
through n with their delays (if nonzero) decremented.
Note that the global step relation does not specify a scheduling strategy, nor does it enforce any
constraints on schedules other than that only ready threads may step. In our results, we will quantify
3

Commuting the summations, counting the number of blocks at each step is equivalent to counting the number of
steps taken to execute each block, which is the response time.
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over valid, prompt schedules: those that step as many threads as possible, prioritizing threads that
are executing foreground blocks, bounded by the number of available processors.
We can now prove progress and preservation for the global semantics. Most of the work is done
by Lemmas 3 and 4.
Lemma 5 (Progress). If · `· µ : Σ, then either µ final or there exist r0 and µ0 such that r; µ 7→glo
r0 ; µ ] µ0 .
Proof. Let µ = a1 ,→ (δ1 , e1 ) ] . . . ] am ,→ (δm , em ). If any δi > 0, then the configuration can take a
step to reduce δi , so consider the case where δ1 = · · · = δm = 0. By inversion on the configuration
typing derivation, we have Σ = a1 ∼ τ1 @ w, . . . , an ∼ τn @ w and for all i, there exists Σi such that
· `Σi ei : τi @w. By Lemma 3, either there exists some i such that ei | µ 7→∆ai (δ0i , e0i ) | µ ] µ0i or for all
i, ei final. In the former case, the configuration can take a step, and in the latter case, µ final. 
Lemma 6 (Preservation). If · `· µ : Σ and r; µ 7→glo r0 ; µ0 , then there exists Σ0 such that · `· µ0 : Σ0 .
Proof. Let µ = a1 ,→ (δ1 , e1 ) ] . . . ] an ,→ (δn , en ) and µ0 = a1 ,→ (δ01 , e01 ) ] µ01 ] . . . ] an ,→
(δ0n , e0n ) ] µ0n . Note that, since we are dealing with typing, we can no longer treat the thread pool as
unordered, and so the indices may not correspond to those in the step rule. For each i, by inversion
on typing, there exists Σi such that · `Σi ei : τi @w. Either e0i = ei and µ0i = ∅ or, by Lemma 4,
we have, for some Σ0i , · `Σi ,Σ0i e0i : τi @wi and · `Σi µ0i : Σ0i . Let Σ0 = Σ, Σ01 , . . . , Σ0n . By weakening,
· `Σi ,Σ0i+1 ,...,Σ0n e0i : τi @wi and · `Σi ,Σ0i+1 ,...,Σ0n µ0i : Σ0i . The result follows from the thread pool typing rules
and Lemma 2.

We could now show a fairly standard type safety theorem, showing that a well-typed thread pool
will not become “stuck”. However, there is one additional property, in addition to well-typedness,
which we wish to ensure is preserved during execution. We call this property “well-joinedness”. It
is defined by the judgment e wj (“e is well-joined”) in Figure 15. Intuitively, well-joinedness is the
property that join expressions appear only in the part of an expression which is currently being
evaluated4 . In particular, they may not appear encapsulated in functions, or in expressions which
have not yet been evaluated. The auxiliary judgment e nj (“no joins”) indicates that e contains
no join expressions. Its straightforward definition is omitted.
We first show that well-joinedness is preserved by local transitions: if all expressions of a thread
pool are well-joined and one thread steps, then all resulting expressions are well-joined.
Lemma 7. If

e0 | a1 ,→ (δ1 , e1 ) ] . . . ] an ,→ (δn , en ) 7→∆a
(δ, e00 ) | a1 ,→ (δ1 , e1 ) ] . . . ] am ,→ (δm , em )

and for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n, we have ei wj, then e00 wj and for all n < i ≤ m, we have ei wj.
Proof. By induction on the derivation of the transition judgment. Consider some representative
cases:
4
For those familiar with evaluation contexts or stack machine semantics, join can only appear in the “hole” of an
evaluation context or at the top of a stack.
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x wj

hi wj

n wj

e1 val

e nj

e1 wje2 nj

λx:τ.e wj

he1 , e2 i wj

e1 nj

e2 wj

e1 val

e1 nj

e wj

e wj

e wj

snd(e) wj

inl(e) wj

inr(e) wj

e wj
join[b, c] wj

e wj

e nj
tid[a] wj

e2 nj

e1 e2 wj

e2 nj

e1 k e2 wj

bg(e) wj

e1 wj

he1 , e2 i wj

e1 nj

e1 e2 wj

e2 nj

e1 nj

fst(e) wj
e2 nj

case(e){x.e1 ; y.e2 } wj

e wj

e wj

fg(e) wj

out(e) wj

e nj

e nj

inp[d](x.e) wj

fix x:τ is e wj

Figure 15: Rules for well-joinedness
• e1 e2 | µ 7→∆a (δ, e01 e2 ) | µ ] µ0 . By inversion, e1 wj and e2 nj, so by induction, e01 wj. This
gives e01 e2 wj.
• e1 e2 | µ 7→∆a (δ, e1 e02 ) | µ. By inversion, e1 val and e2 wj, so by induction, e02 wj. This gives
e1 e02 wj.
• (λx:τ.e1 ) e2 | µ 7→∆a (δ, [e2 /x]e1 ) | µ. By inversion, e2 val and e2 wj. It can be shown by a
straightforward induction on these two derivations that e2 nj, so [e2 /x]e1 wj.
• e1 k e2 | µ 7→∆a (0, join[b, c]) | µ ] b ,→ (0, e1 ) ] c ,→ (0, e2 ). By inversion, e1 nj and e2 nj
(and therefore, are well-joined). We also have join[b, c] wj.
• join[b, c] | µ ] b ,→ (δb , eb ) ] c ,→ (δc , ec ) 7→∆a (0, heb , ec i) | µ ] b ,→ (δb , eb ) ] c ,→
(δc , ec ) 7→∆a . By assumption, eb wj and ec wj.

Finally, we prove a theorem which encompasses type safety and well-joinedness. If an initial
thread pool consisting of a single source expression (which is well-typed under the empty context
and signature) evaluates to µ0 after some number of steps, then µ0 is well-typed, not stuck and all of
its expressions are well-joined.
Theorem 3 (Type Safety and Well-Joinedness). If · `· e : τ@w and 0; a ,→ (0, e) 7→∗
r; µ0 , then
glo
1. there exists Σ0 such that · `· µ0 : Σ0
2. either µ0 final or there exist r00 and µ00 such that r; µ0 →
7 glo r00 ; µ00
3. For all b ,→ (δ, eb ) ∈ µ0 , we have eb wj.
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Expression cost semantics e; µ ⇓∆ v; g
e1 ; µ ⇓∆ λx:τ.e; g1

e val

e2 ; µ ⇓∆ v; g2

∆

∆

e; µ ⇓ e; ∅

[v/x]e; µ ⇓∆ v0 ; g3

e; µ ⇓∆ hv1 , v2 i; g

u fresh

e1 e2 ; µ ⇓ v ; g1 ⊕ g2 ⊕ [u] ⊕ g3

e; µ ⇓∆ hv1 , v2 i; g

e1 ; µ ⇓∆ v1 ; g1

u fresh

snd(e); µ ⇓∆ v2 ; g ⊕ [u]

fst(e); µ ⇓ v1 ; g ⊕ [u]

e2 ; µ ⇓∆ v2 ; g2

e1 ; µ ⇓∆ v1 ; g1

he1 , e2 i; µ ⇓∆ hv1 , v2 i; g1 ⊕ g2

e2 ; µ ⇓∆ v2 ; g2

e1 k e2 ; µ ⇓∆ hv1 , v2 i; g1 ⊗ g2

eb ; µ ⇓∆ v1 ; g1

µ = µ0 ] b ,→ (δb , eb ) ] c ,→ (δc , ec )

u fresh

∆

0

ec ; µ ⇓∆ v2 ; g2

u fresh

∆

join[b, c]; µ ⇓ hv1 , v2 i; (u, u, {u}, {(b, u, 1), (c, u, 1)}, ∅)
e; µ ⇓∆ inl(v); g1

[v/x]e1 ; µ ⇓∆ v0 ; g2
∆

u fresh

e; µ ⇓∆ inr(v); g1

∆

case(e){x.e1 ; y.e2 }; µ ⇓ v ; g1 ⊕ [u] ⊕ g2
e; µ ⇓∆ v; g

u fresh

∆

bg(e); µ ⇓ thread[t](v); g
µ = µ0 ] b ,→ (δ, eb )

e; µ ⇓∆ tid[b]; g

e; µ ⇓∆ thread[u1 ](v); g

u2 fresh

fg(e); µ ⇓ v; (g ) ⊕ [u2 ] ∪ {(u1 , u2 , 1)}
eb ; µ ⇓∆ v; gb

e; µ ⇓∆ v; g

u fresh

u2 fresh

u fresh
∆

fg(e); µ ⇓ v; (g ) ⊕ [u] ∪ {(b, u, 1)}
u1 fresh

0

∆

u

∆

[n/x]e; µ ⇓∆ v; g

u fresh

case(e){x.e1 ; y.e2 }; µ ⇓ v ; g1 ⊕ [u] ⊕ g2

0

g = (s, t, V, E, F)

[v/y]e2 ; µ ⇓∆ v0 ; g2

out(e); µ ⇓ hi; g ⊕ [u]
δ ∈ ∆(d)

[n/x]e; µ ⇓v ; g

∆

in(x.e); µ ⇓ ; [u] ⊕ g

inp[d](x.e); µ ⇓ v; [u1 ] ⊕δ [u2 ] ⊕ g
[fix x:τ is e/x]e; µ ⇓∆ v; g

u fresh
v

u fresh

fix x:τ is e; µ ⇓∆ v; [u] ⊕ g
Thread pool cost semantics µl ; µg ⇓∆ v; g

∅; µg ⇓∆c {}

µl ; µg ⇓∆c {G}
e; µg ⇓∆ g
g,∅
∆
a ,→ (δ, e) ] µl ; µg ⇓c {a ,→ g δ ] G}

Figure 16: Extended cost semantics.
Proof. Parts 1 and 2 are simply an inductive application of Lemmas 5 and 6. We prove part 3 by
induction on the derivation of 0; a ,→ (0, e) 7→∗
r; µ0 . If µ0 = a ,→ (0, e), then we must have e nj
glo
since e types with an empty signature, and this implies that e wj (these facts can be shown by a
straightforward induction on the typing derivation and the derivation of e nj, respectively.
Otherwise, suppose 0; a ,→ (0, e) 7→∗
r00 ; µ00 and r00 ; µ00 7→glo r; µ0 . By induction, e00b wj for
glo
all b ,→ (δ00 , e00b ) ∈ µ00 . Let b ,→ (δ0 , e0b ) ∈ µ0 . We have three cases: (1) b ,→ (δ00 , e0b ) ∈ µ00 or (2)
b ,→ (0, e00b ) ∈ µ00 and e00b | µ00 7→∆b (δ0 , e0b ) | µ00 ] µb or (3) there exists c ,→ (0, ec ) ∈ µ00 such that
ec | µ00 7→∆c (δ0c , e0c ) | µ00 ] µc and b ,→ (δ0 , e0b ) ∈ µc . In case (1), the result is clear by induction. In
cases (2) and (3), e0b wj by Lemma 7.
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g 0
(s, t, V, E, F) δ
(s, t, V, E, F)
(s, t, V, E, F)

=
=
=
=

g
[α] ⊕δ g
δ > 0, α fresh
(s, t, V, E, F ∪ {h st i}) @a, δ.(a, s, δ) ∈ E
(s, t, V, E, F ∪ {h t i}) ∃a, δ.(a, s, δ) ∈ E

Figure 17: Extended graph operations.

4.2

Extended Cost Model

In order to show a correspondence between the cost semantics and the operational semantics, we
must extend the cost semantics to generate cost graphs not just for expressions but also for thread
pools which can represent programs that have already begun to execute. As such, dags may no
longer have a single source vertex, though they will continue to have a single sink vertex (the
final instruction of the initial thread). They will have a source vertex for each ready thread. This
modification is relatively straightforward: for each thread, we will generate a standard dag like
those of Section 3.3, which we now call a thread graph or thread dag, with a single source and
single sink. These are then composed to form a configuration graph or configuration dag by adding
edges that correspond to the inter-thread dependencies created by join and fg.
The cost semantics in Figure 16 generates thread graphs for expressions. The judgment e; µ ⇓∆
v; g indicates that the expression e evaluates to v and has cost graph g in the presence of µ. The
expression being evaluated may refer to threads in µ. These threads are included so that the value
can be generated, but their cost is not included in g. There are two major differences between
the extended version of this judgment and the version in Figure 9. First, there is an additional
rule for fg(e) handling the case in which e evaluates to a thread handle tid[b]. In this case, the
expression corresponding to b in the thread pool is evaluated. Second, the definition of g is
extended for the case in which the source of g is a join point, i.e. has incoming edges from outside g.
This is handled using a new form of foreground block h t i, which has only a sink t and no source. All
vertices that are ancestors of t are part of the foreground block h t i. The extended graph operations
are given in Figure 17.
A configuration graph G mirrors the structure of the thread pool µ; it is a mapping from thread
symbols to thread graphs:
G = a1 ,→ g1 ] . . . ] an ,→ gn
The vertices, edges and foreground blocks of a configuration graph are the union of the vertices,
edges and foreground blocks of the component thread graphs. If a ,→ ga ∈ G, an edge (a, u, δ) may
be viewed as an edge from the sink of ga to u. If ga = ∅, this edge is ignored. The metrics such as
work, span and foreground width extend in the natural way to configuration graphs.
The judgment µl ; µg ⇓∆c {G} generates a portion of a configuration graph from the threads in a
partial thread pool µl by generating a thread graph for each thread and composing any non-empty
graphs that result. As above, the whole thread pool µg is included so that threads may refer to other
threads which are not currently under attention, but these threads are not included in G. If a thread
is delayed with delay δ > 0, its cost graph is composed serially after a fresh auxiliary vertex using
an edge of weight δ.
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The extended cost semantics allows us to assign costs (work, span, etc.) to programs, as
represented by thread pools. The work and span of a thread pool that is in the middle of execution
can be thought of as the remaining work and span of the program. The work of a thread pool µ
under ∆ is written W(µ, ∆) and is defined as the maximum work over all dags that can be generated
from µ:
W(µ, ∆) = max{W(G) | µ; µ ⇓∆c {G}}
We take the maximum since the cost semantics is nondeterministic. The definitions of S (µ, ∆),
W ◦ (µ, ∆) and S ◦ (µ, ∆) are similar.
W(µ, ∆)
S (µ, ∆)
W ◦ (µ, ∆)
S ◦ (µ, ∆)
D(µ, ∆)

=
=
=
=
=

max{W(G) | µ; µ ⇓∆c {G}}
max{S (G) | µ; µ ⇓∆c {G}}
max{W ◦ (G) | µ; µ ⇓∆c {G}}
max{S ◦ (G) | µ; µ ⇓∆c {G}}
max{D(G) | µ; µ ⇓∆c {G}}

Lemma 8 extends Lemma 1 to handle programs that have begun to execute. It shows that cost
graphs generated by F expressions have no nested foreground blocks and edges from other threads
occur only at joins.
(TODO: Definition of J)
Lemma 8. If · `Σ e : τ@F and · `· a ,→ (δ, e) ] µ : Σ, a ∼ τ @ F and a ,→ (δ, e) ] µ; µ ⇓∆c {G} where
G = a ,→ g ]

n
]

ai ,→ (si , ti , Vi , Ei , Fi )

i=1

and g = (s, t, V, E, F), then
1.
2.
3.
4.

F=∅
if e nj, then there does not exist (b, u, δ) ∈ E (where b is a thread identifier)
if e wj, then there does not exist (b, u, δ) ∈ E for any u , s.
for all ai , we have si G t if and only if ai ∈ Jµ (e)

Proof.
1. By induction on the derivation of · `Σ e : τ@F.
2. By induction on the derivation of · `Σ e : τ@F. We need not consider the case for e =
join[b, c] since e nj.
3. By induction on the derivation of · `Σ e : τ@F. If e = join[b, c], then the result is clear. As a
representative set of cases, consider the cases for e = e1 e2 . By inversion, e1 ; µ ⇓∆ v1 ; g1 and
e2 ; µ ⇓∆ v2 ; g2 . If e1 wj and e2 nj, then by induction, g2 has no edges from other threads and
g1 has them only to its source, which is s, so the result holds. If e1 val and e2 wj, then g1 = ∅
and by induction, g2 has edges from other threads only to its source, which is s.
4. By induction on the derivations of · `Σ e : τ@F and · `· a ,→ (0, e) ] µ : Σ, a ∼ τ @ F. The
interesting case is e = join[ai , a j ]. Suppose µ = ai ,→ (δi , ei ) ] a j ,→ (δ j , e j ) ] µ0 . We have
Jµ (e) = {ai , a j } ∪ Jµ (ei ) ∪ Jµ (e j ). By inversion on the typing rules, we have · `Σ ei : τi @F and
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· `Σ e j : τ j @F, so by induction, for any sk , sk G ti if and only if ak ∈ Jµ (ei ) and sk G t j if
and only if ak ∈ Jµ (e j ). Let ak be such that sk G t. By inversion on the cost semantics, we
have ak = ai or ak = a j or sk G ti or sk G t j . In any of these cases, ak ∈ Jµ (e). Now suppose
ak ∈ Jµ (e). We have that ak = ai or ak = a j or ak ∈ Jµ (ei ) or ak ∈ Jµ (e j ). In any case, sk G ti
or s j G t j and, by transitivity, sk G t.

Next, we show that the operational semantics and cost semantics agree on the values produced by
an expression. One complication in showing such a result is accounting for the value thread[v](u)
which is produced by the cost semantics but not the operational semantics5 . We therefore show that
the cost semantics and the operational semantics are equivalent up to a relation {µ which relates
the two forms of thread handle. We define {µ inductively. The important rules are the ones for
thread handles:
µ = b ,→ (δ, e) ] µ0

e; µ ⇓∆ v; g

thread[u](v) {µ tid[b]

tid[b] {µ tid[b]

v {µ v0
thread[u](v) {µ thread[u](v0 )
All other rules simply preserve {µ . It can be shown that {µ is reflexive, transitive and respects
substitution.
In order to show how individual steps of the operational semantics change the cost graph (which
we will in turn use to show the correspondence between the two versions of the semantics), we
generalize serial composition to allow thread graphs to be composed with configuration graphs. In
g1 ⊕ G2 , the sink vertex of g1 is joined to all source vertices of G2 with edges of weight 1. Source
vertices of G2 which are auxiliary vertices are eliminated in the process.
U
If G2 = ni=1 ai ,→ (si , ti , Vi , Ei , Fi ) and tG2 is the sink vertex of G2 , then (s, t, V, E, F) ⊕ G2 is
defined as
(s, tG2 , V ∪ V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vn ,
E ∪ E1 ∪ · · · ∪ En ∪ {(t, s0 , 1) | s0 has no ancestors in G2 }
∪{(t, s0 , δ + 1) | (α, s0 , δ) ∈ E1 ∪ · · · ∪ En },
F ∪ F1 ∪ · · · ∪ Fn )
Note that the operation G1 ⊕ g2 is not necessary; ordinary serial composition works in this case
since G1 has a unique sink.
Lemma 9 states that related expressions evaluate to related values and isomorphic cost graphs.
Lemma 9. If e {µ e0 and e0 ; µ ⇓∆ v0 ; g0 , then there exist v and g such that e; µ ⇓∆ v; g and v {µ v0
and g  g0 .
Proof. By induction on the derivation of e0 ; µ ⇓∆ v0 ; g0 . The interesting case is fg(e00 ); µ ⇓∆ v0 ; g0 ,
where e = fg(e0 ) and e0 {µ e00 . By inversion, either (1) e00 ; µ ⇓∆ thread[u](v0 ); g00 and g0 =
5

The form tid[a] is not explicitly produced by the cost semantics, but can be carried through since it is an irreducible
expression and therefore evaluates to itself under the cost semantics.
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g00 ⊕ [u2 ] ∪ {(u, u2 , 1)} or (2) e00 ; µ ⇓∆ tid[b]; g00 and g0 = g00 ⊕ [u] ∪ {(b, u, 1)}. In case (1), by
induction, e0 ; µ ⇓∆ thread[u](v); g0 where v {µ v0 and g0  g00 . In case (2), by induction, either
e0 ; µ ⇓∆ tid[b]; g0 (in which case the result is trivial) or e0 ; µ ⇓∆ thread[u](v); g0 , where g0  g00
and µ = µ0 ] b ,→ (δ, eb ) and eb ; µ ⇓∆ v; g. In this case, by the cost semantics, fg(e0 ); µ ⇓∆ v; g
where g = g0 ⊕ [u2 ] ∪ {(u, u2 , 1)}  g0 .

Lemma 10 examines the effect of a transition r; µ 7→glo r0 ; µ0 on the cost graph of a specified
thread a ,→ (δ, e) of µ0 . In other words, the lemma shows how the cost semantics behaves under
“converse evaluation” or “head expansion”, a standard step in relating transition and evaluation
semantics. Part 1 considers the case in which a is not one of the threads that transitions. In this
case, if e evaluates to v0 with cost graph g0 under µ0 , it evaluates to a related value and isomorphic
cost graph under µ. Part 2 considers the more complex case in which a steps from e to e0 , adding
the threads in µ0a . In this case, if e0 evaluates to v0 under µ0 and a ,→ (δ0 , e0 ) ] µ0a produces the cost
graph G0 , then e evaluates to a value related to v0 with a cost graph that adds at least one vertex as
an ancestor of G0 . This lemma will then be used to show that the cost semantics and the operational
semantics correspond on the final values, and will later be used to show the Brent-type theorem that
the cost graph is an accurate representation of the length of a prompt schedule.
Lemma 10. Fix ∆ and suppose that · `Σ e : τ@w and · `· µ0 : Σ. Let µ = a ,→ (δ, e) ] µ0 .
1. Suppose r; µ 7→glo r0 ; µ0 and e; µ0 ⇓∆ v0 ; g0 . There exist v and g such that e; µ ⇓∆ v; g and
g  g0 and v {µ0 v0 .
2. Suppose µ0 = a ,→ (δ0 , e0 ) ] µ00 ] µ0a and r; µ 7→glo r0 ; µ0 where e | µ 7→∆a (δ0 , e0 ) | µ ] µ0a and
e0 ; µ0 ⇓∆ v0 ; g0a and µ0a ; µ ⇓∆c {G00 }. Let G0 = a ,→ g0a δ0 ] G00 . There exist v and g and g00 ,
where g00 is nonempty, such that e; µ ⇓∆ v; g and g  g00 ⊕ G0 and v {µ0 v0 .
Proof. By induction on the derivation of e; µ0 ⇓∆ v0 ; g0 and (0, e) | µ 7→∆a (δ0 , e0 ) | µ ] µ0a .
1. The interesting cases are those for join[b, c] and fg(e) where e; µ0 ⇓∆ tid[b]; g01 . We
consider the latter as an example. By inversion, b ,→ (δ0b , e0b ) ∈ µ0 and e0b ; µ0 ⇓∆ v0 ; g02 . Since
· `Σ e : τ@w, we must have b ∈ Σ and so b ,→ (δb , eb ) ∈ µ0 and either (1) eb = e0b or (2)
δb = 0 and eb | µ 7→∆b (δ0b , e0b ) | µ ] µ0b . In either case, by induction, we have eb ; µ ⇓∆ v; g2
and v {µ0 v0 . Also by induction, e; µ ⇓∆ tid[b]; g1 where g1  g01 . By the cost semantics,
fg(e); µ ⇓∆ v; g where g = (g1 ) ⊕ [u] ∪ {(b, u, 1)}  (g01 ) ⊕ [u] ∪ {(b, u, 1)} = g0 .
2. Consider cases for which rule the step invokes.
• e1 e2 | µ 7→∆a (δ0 , e01 e2 ) | µ ] µ0a . By inversion, e1 | µ 7→∆a (δ0 , e01 ) | µ ] µ0a . By inversion on
the cost semantics, we have e01 ; µ0 ⇓∆ λx:τ.e00 ; g01 and e2 ; µ0 ⇓∆ v02 ; g02 and [v02 /x]e00 ; µ0 ⇓∆
v0 ; g03 . By induction, there exist g1 , e0 , g00 , g2 and v2 such that e1 ; µ ⇓∆ λx:τ.e0 ; g1 and
e0 {µ0 e00 and g1  g00 ⊕(G00 ] a ,→ g01 δ0 ) and e2 ; µ ⇓∆ v2 ; g2 and g2  g02 and v2 {µ0 v02 .
By Lemma 9, there exist v and g3 such that [v2 /x]e0 ; µ ⇓∆ v; g3 and v {µ ] µ0 v0 and
g3  g03 . By this fact, and the cost semantics, e1 e2 ; µ ] µ0 ⇓∆ v; g where
g = g1 ⊕ g2 ⊕ [u] ⊕ g3  g00 ⊕(G00 ] a ,→ g01 δ0 ) ⊕ g02 ⊕ [u] ⊕ g03
so g00 satisfies the requirement of the conclusion.
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• e1 e2 | µ 7→∆a (δ0 , e1 e02 ) | µ ] µ0a . By inversion, e2 | µ 7→∆a (δ0 , e02 ) | µ ] µ0a . By inversion
on the cost semantics, e02 ; µ0 ⇓∆ v02 ; g02 and [v02 /x]e1 ; µ0 ⇓∆ v0 ; g03 . By induction, there exist
v2 and g2 and g00 such that e2 ; µ ⇓∆ v2 ; g2 and v2 {µ0 v02 and g2  g00 ⊕(G00 ] a ,→ g02 δ0 ).
By Lemma 9, there exist v and g3 such that [v2 /x]e1 ; µ ⇓∆ v; g3 and v {µ0 v0 and g3  g03 .
By this fact and the cost semantics, (λx:τ.e1 ) e2 ; µ ⇓∆ v; g where
g = g2 ⊕ [u] ⊕ g3  g00 ⊕(G00 ] a ,→ g02 δ0 ) ⊕ [u] ⊕ g03

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

so g00 satisfies the requirement of the conclusion.
(λx:τ.e1 ) e2 | µ 7→∆a (0, [e2 /x]e1 ) | µ. Since µ0a = ∅, we have that G0 = a ,→ g0a , where
[e2 /x]e1 ; µ0 ⇓∆ v0 ; g0a . By part 1, there exist v and ga such that [e2 /x]e1 ; µ ⇓∆ v; ga and
ga  g0a and v {µ0 v0 . By the cost semantics, we also have that (λx:τ.e1 ) e2 ; µ ⇓∆
v; [u] ⊕ ga .
e1 ke2 | µ 7→∆a (0, join[b, c]) | µ ] µ0a . We have G0 = a ,→ [u]∪{(b, u, 1), (c, u, 1)} ] b ,→
g0b ] c ,→ g0c and e1 ; µ0 ⇓∆ v01 ; g0b and e2 ; µ0 ⇓∆ v02 ; g0c and v0 = hv01 , v02 i. By induction,
there exist v1 {µ0 v01 and gb  g0b and v2 {µ0 v02 and gc  g0c such that e1 ; µ ⇓∆ v1 ; gb and
e2 ; µ ⇓∆ v2 ; gc . By the cost semantics, e1 k e2 ; µ ⇓∆ hv1 , v2 i; gb ⊗ gc . Identify u with the
sink vertex of gb ⊗ gc and let s be the source vertex of gb ⊗ gc . We have gb ⊗ gc  [s] ⊕ G0 .
join[b, c] | µ 7→∆a (0, he1 , e2 i) | µ where b ,→ (δb , eb ), c ,→ (δc , ec ) ∈ µ. Since µ0a = ∅,
we have that G0 = ∅. By the cost semantics, join[b, c]; µ ⇓∆ heb , ec i; g, where g is
nonempty, so the case is trivial.
bg(e) | µ 7→∆a (0, tid[b]) | µ ] b ,→ (0, e). We have G0 = b ,→ g0b and e; µ0 ⇓∆ v0 ; g0b . By
part 1, there exist v {µ0 v0 and gb  g0b such that e; µ ⇓∆ v; gb . By the cost semantics,
bg(e); µ ⇓∆ thread[u](v); g, where g = gb u  [u] ⊕ g0b . Since µ0 = b ,→ (0, e), we
have thread[u](v) {µ0 thread[u](v0 ) {µ0 tid[b].
fg(e) | µ 7→∆a (δ0 , fg(e0 )) | µ ] µ0a . By induction.
fg(tid[b]) | µ 7→∆a (0, e) | µ. Since µ0a = ∅, we have that G0 = ∅. By the cost semantics,
fg(tid[b]); µ ⇓∆ e; g where g is nonempty and so the case is trivial.
out(e) | µ 7→∆a (δ0 , out(e0 )) | µ ] µ0a . By induction.
out(e) | µ 7→∆a (0, hi) | µ. Since µ0a = ∅, we have that G0 = ∅. By the cost semantics,
out(e); µ ⇓∆ hi; g, where g is nonempty and so the case is trivial.
inp[d](x.e) | µ 7→∆a (δ − 1, in(x.e)) | µ. Since µ0a = ∅, we have that G0 = a ,→ g0a δ−1 ,
where in(x.e); µ0 ⇓∆ v0 ; g0a . By inversion, [n/x]e; µ0 ⇓∆ v0 ; g0 and g0a = [u] ⊕ g0 . By
induction, there exist v {µ0 v0 and g  g0 such that [n/x]e; µ ⇓∆ v; g. By the cost
semantics, inp[d](x.e); µ ⇓∆ v; [u1 ] ⊕δ [u] ⊕ g. The result follows from the definition of
generalized serial composition.
in(x.e) | µ 7→∆a (0, [n/x]e) | µ. Since µ0a = ∅, we have that G0 = a ,→ g0a , where
[n/x]e; µ0 ⇓∆ v0 ; g0a . By part 1 and the cost semantics, there exist v {µ0 v0 and ga  g0a
such that in(x.e); µ ⇓∆ v; [u] ⊕ ga .
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We can now show the final result of this section: that if a well-typed λip program evaluates to a
value using the operational semantics, the cost semantics will produce a cost graph for that program,
along with the same final value.
Theorem 4. If · `· a ,→ (δ, e) ] µ : Σ, a ∼ τ @ w and
r; a ,→ (δ, e) ] µ 7→∗glo r0 ; a ,→ (0, e0 ) ] µ0
and a ,→ (0, e0 ) ] µ0 final, then there exist v and g such that e; µ ⇓∆ v; g and v {a,→(0,e0 ) ] µ0 e0 .
Proof. Since e0 val, we have e0 ; µ0 ⇓∆ e0 ; ∅. Proceed by an inductive application of Lemma 10. 

4.3

Cost Bounds for Prompt Scheduling Principle

The main result of this section is showing that the cost bounds predicted by the cost semantics can
be realized by the operational semantics in that, given a prompt schedule, a λip program can be
evaluated using the operational semantics in the number of steps and response time predicted by the
prompt scheduling theorem (Theorem 1).
The key step in showing the bound on the computation time is showing that a global transition
step decreases the total work by P or the total span by 1. The intuition behind this proof is the same
as that of Theorem 1: the scheduler will either execute P (foreground) instructions or execute all
ready (foreground) instructions. The proof of this lemma makes heavy use of part 2 of Lemma 10,
which shows that a local transition on a thread decreases the work and span of the thread’s dag by at
least 1.
We also require one more technical lemma, stating that any path to a vertex u of a foreground
block from an ancestor u0 outside the foreground block must pass through the source of the block.
This is a direct result of the fact, shown in Lemma 8, that there are no edges from outside a
foreground block into it, except to the source.
Lemma 11. Fix ∆. Suppose µ = a1 ,→ (δ1 , e1 ) ] . . . ] an ,→ (δn , en ) and · `· µ : Σ and ei wj for all
i and µ; µ ⇓∆c {G}, where
G = a1 ,→ (s1 , t1 , V1 , E1 , F1 ) ] . . . an ,→ (sn , tn , Vn , En , Fn )
Let f ∈ Fi . If u ∈ f and u0 < f and u0 G u, then f = h st i for some s, t and u0 G s.
Proof. By induction on the derivation of
ei ; µ ⇓∆ vi ; (si , ti , Vi , Ei , Fi )
If ei = fg(e), then e; µ ⇓∆ v; g and gi = (g ) ⊕ [u]. We must have g , ∅ (since otherwise Fi = ∅), so
by Lemma 8, we have g = (si , t, V, E, ∅). Let f ∈ Fi . We have f = h sti i or f = h t i. Let u1 ∈ f . If
u0 G u1 and u0 < f , then there exist u2 and u3 such that (u2 , u3 , δ) ∈ G and u0 G u2 and u3 G u1
and u2 < f and u3 ∈ f . We must have u2 < V, so there is some ai such that (ai , u3 , δ) ∈ E and
u2 ∈ Vi . By Lemma 8, u3 = si , so u0 G si . It remains to be shown that f = h sti i. Suppose for the
sake of contradiction that f = h t i. If this is the case, then since u1 ∈ f , we must have u1 G u, and
so u0 G u, but then u0 ∈ f , which gives the required contradiction.
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Lemma 12. Fix ∆ and suppose that · `· µ : Σ and that e wj for all a ,→ (δ, e) ∈ µ. If r; µ 7→glo r0 ; µ0
using a prompt scheduling policy, then
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

W(µ0 , ∆) ≤ W(µ, ∆)
S (µ0 , ∆) ≤ S (µ, ∆)
W(µ, ∆) − W(µ0 , ∆) ≥ P or S (µ, ∆) − S (µ0 , ∆) ≥ 1
W ◦ (µ0 , ∆) ≤ W ◦ (µ, ∆)
S ◦ (µ0 , ∆) ≤ S ◦ (µ, ∆)
W ◦ (µ, ∆) − W ◦ (µ0 , ∆) ≥ P or S ◦ (µ, ∆) − S ◦ (µ0 , ∆) ≥ r0 − r.

Proof. Suppose µ0 ; µ0 ⇓∆c {G0 }. We first show conclusions 1-3, and then 4-6. By the definition of
a prompt schedule, if N is the number of threads that step, either N = P (where P is the number
of processors) or a1 , . . . , aN are the only threads in µ that are ready. If N = P, then for each
1 ≤ i ≤ N, we have ei | µ 7→∆ai (δi , e0i ) | µ ] µi . We also have G0 = G0 ] G01 ] . . . G0i where, for each
i, ai ,→ (δi , e0i ) ] µi ; µ ⇓∆c {G0i }. By Lemma 10, for each i, there exists gi such that ei ; µ ⇓∆ vi ; gi
and W(gi ) − W(G0i ) ≥ 1. Let G = G0 ] a1 ,→ g1 ] . . . ] an ,→ gn . Since µ; µ ⇓∆c {G}, we have
W(µ, ∆) − W(µ0 , ∆) ≥ P.
Now suppose a1 , . . . , aN are the only threads in µ that are ready. The longest path in G0 starts at
a vertex u with no ancestor. Suppose u is the source of the thread dag of a (or an auxiliary vertex
delaying the thread dag of a). If a is one of the ai , then, by Lemma 10, there exists a gi such that
ei ; µ ⇓∆ vi ; gi and u has an ancestor in gi . If a is not one of the ai and µ; µ ⇓∆c {G} then u has an
ancestor in G or is an auxiliary vertex with a delay (since otherwise a would be ready in µ). In the
latter case, the delay is increased by one in G. In any case, there exists a G with a longer path and
S (µ, ∆) − S (µ0 , ∆) ≥ 1.
We now show conclusions 4-6. By the definition of a prompt schedule, either N = P and all
N threads stepped are foreground threads (i.e. are running foreground blocks) or, for some j < N,
a1 , . . . , a j are the only ready foreground threads in µ. Suppose N = P. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ j, we
have ei | µ 7→∆ai (δi , e0i ) | µ ] µi . We also have G0 = G0 ] G01 ] . . . G0i where, for each i, we have
ai ,→ (δi , e0i ) ] µi ; µ ⇓∆c {G0i }. By Lemma 10, for each i, there exists gi such that ei ; µ ⇓∆ vi ; gi and
there exists a vertex ui which is in gi and is a proper ancestor in gi of all vertices of G0i . Since ai is
a foreground thread, ui must be a foreground vertex in gi . Let G = G00 ] a1 ,→ g1 ] . . . ] an ,→ gn .
Since µ; µ ⇓∆c {G}, there are P foreground vertices that are in G and not G0 , so W ◦ (µ, ∆)−W ◦ (µ0 , ∆) ≥
P.
Suppose a1 , . . . , a j are the only ready foreground threads in µ. If j = 0, then RFB(µ) = ∅ and
r0 − r = 0. Otherwise, let f ∈ RFB(G0 ). The longest path in the subgraph of G0 induced by f
starts at a vertex u with no ancestor (in f or G0 ). Suppose G0 = a ,→ (u, u0 , Va , Ea , Fa ) ] G00 . By
assumption, u has no ancestor and is a foreground vertex, so a is a ready foreground thread and
must be one of the ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ j. By Lemma 10, there exists a gi such that ei ; µ ⇓∆ vi ; gi and u has
an ancestor u0 in gi . Consider two cases: (1) If u0 ∈ f , then for all G such that µ; µ ⇓∆c {G}, we have
that f ∈ RFB(G) ∩ RFB(G0 ) and S G ( f ) − S G0 ( f ) ≥ 1. (2) If u0 < f , then by Lemma 11, f = h st i
and for all G such that µ; µ ⇓∆c {G}, we have u0 gi s and f < RFB(G). This shows that for all G,
S (µ, ∆) − S (µ0 , ∆) ≥ |RFB(G) ∩ RFB(G0 )|.
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Now let G be such that µ; µ ⇓∆c {G} and let f ∈ RFB(G) \ RFB(G0 ). There must be |RFB(µ)| −
|RFB(G)∩RFB(G0 )| such blocks. Since the span of f in G is at least 1, each such f also contributes a
decrease of at least one from S ◦ (µ, ∆) to S ◦ (µ0 , ∆). Together with the contribution from the previous
paragraph, this completes the proof.

The proof of the response time and computation time bounds is then straightforward.
Theorem 5. Fix ∆ and let e be such that · `· e : τ@B. Suppose e; ∅ ⇓∆ v; g If 0; a ,→ (0, e) 7→T
glo
W ◦ (g)
◦
r; µ using a prompt scheduling policy and µ final, then T ≤ W(g)
+
S
(g)
and
r
≤
D(g)
+
S
(g).
P
P
Proof. Let µ0 = a ,→ (0, e) and µT = µ and r0 = 0 and rT = r. We have a sequence 0; µ0 7→glo
r1 ; µ1 7→glo . . . 7→glo rT ; µT .
For each i, let Wi = W(µi , ∆) (and similar for S i , Wi◦ and S i◦ . Note that W0 = W(g) (and similar
for S , W ◦ , S ◦ ) and that WT = S T = WT◦ = S T◦ = 0.
By Theorem 3, eb wj for all b ,→ (δ, eb ) ∈ µi . By Lemma 12,
W1
WT
W0
+ S0 ≥ 1 +
+ S1 ≥ ··· ≥ 1 +
+ ST = 1
P
P
P
This immediately gives WP0 + S 0 ≥ T .
W◦
W◦
Let D = D(g). For each i, consider the quantity D Pi +S i◦ +ri . Note that for i = 0, D Pi +S i◦ +ri =
◦
W◦
D W P(g) + S ◦ (g) and for i = T , D Pi + S i◦ + ri = r. When ri ; µi 7→glo ri+1 ; µi+1 , by Lemma 12, either
◦
1. Wi◦ − Wi+1
≥ P and ri+1 − ri = |RFB(µi )| ≤ D (the last inequality is by definition of D) or
◦
◦
2. S i − S i+1 ≥ |RFB(µi )| and ri+1 − ri = |RFB(µi )|

In both cases, the quantity above decreases or remains the same, so r ≤ D(g)

5

W0◦
P

+ S 0◦ .



Implementation and Evaluation

The operational semantics (Section 4) specifies an implementation at the level of threads and
scheduling decisions. To realize the semantics in practice, we must implement the global scheduling
step by giving a prompt scheduling algorithm. In order to approximate the operational semantics,
which reschedules at each step, it is necessary to perform some preemption, using periodic interrupts,
so that low-priority threads can be switched out for high-priority threads.
Next, prompt scheduling requires that, whenever the scheduler runs, it maps high-priority
threads onto the available processors, followed by low-priority threads if any processors remain. A
naı̈ve implementation could use a global priority queue, but this would not scale beyond just a few
processors due to the cost of synchronization at the queue. A realistic implementation therefore
would have to distribute the queues. There are many ways to achieve this. In this paper, we build on
a recently proposed variant of the work-stealing algorithm [2]. In our algorithm, each processor
has a private priority queue and a public communication cell, a mailbox, to which other processors
can send threads. At periodic intervals, each processor attempts to send, or deal, a thread to a
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random processor, in priority order, by atomically writing into the target processor’s mailbox. Each
processor then checks its own queue and mailbox and begins working on the highest-priority task
available. Generalizations of work stealing to support priorities have been considered before [34]
but these algorithms are not preemptive.

5.1

Implementation

We implemented the basic primitives of our formal language λip as a Standard ML library, and
implemented the preemptive priority-based work stealing algorithm described above by building on
an existing parallel extension [57, 58] of the MLton [44] compiler for Standard ML. We have not
extended SML’s type system to implement λip ’s temporal type system because this is less essential
for the performance analysis.

5.2

Experimental Setup

The experiments were performed on a 48-core machine with 125GB of memory and 2.1 GHz
AMD CPUs running Ubuntu 16.04. To account for inherent noise in the data, we performed each
run between 10 and 20 times and each data point represents the average over the runs. Through
empirical analysis, we found that interrupt intervals in the range of 1-25 milliseconds lead to the
best throughput and responsiveness. Details can be found in Section 5.5. For the results reported in
this paper, we use a 5ms interval.
Measuring Responsiveness. Empirical analysis of interactive programs can be challenging because it requires isolating the completion time of potentially small pieces of computation (such as an
interaction with a user) within an application. For example, prior work proposed operating system
modifications [21]. We use a simpler approach. In our experiments, a driver program, written in C,
reads a sequence of interactive events (e.g. mouse clicks, key presses) from a trace file. It simulates
these events, records the response of the program to the event and measures the response time.

5.3

Quantitative Benchmarks

Fibonacci-Terminal. This benchmark performs a parallel Fibonacci computation, specifically
fib(45) (to stand in for an intensive parallel computation), and simultaneously performs user
interaction via a terminal. The user interaction consists of a loop that repeatedly reads a name from
standard input, and immediately greets the user by name. To ensure responsiveness, the benchmark
designates the terminal computation as high priority and the Fibonacci computation as low priority.
The benchmark terminates once the fib(45) computation completes.
To assess the responsiveness of the Fibonacci-terminal benchmark, we run it while varying the
number of processors between 1 and 30 and the rate of interaction between 1 and 50 interactions
per second6 . In the experiments, the driver program sends a name on standard input at uniform
6

Due to a technical limitation of the thread-pinning library used by the runtime, we were unable to use all of the
system’s cores.
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Figure 18: Speedup (l) and response time (r) for the Fibonacci-terminal benchmark.
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Figure 19: Speedup (l) and response time (r) for the Fibonacci-network benchmark.
intervals to match the desired number of interactions per second. It then waits for the response from
the program. The time between the input and the response is the response time. We measure the
response time for each input and take the average.
The left plot in Figure 18 shows the speedup (with respect to the sequential version of Fibonacci)
of the Fibonacci computation as a function of the number of processors under varying interaction
rates. For comparison, the figure also shows (in blue squares) the speedup of a standard work
stealing scheduler running a Fibonacci computation only (with no interaction). The results show that
interaction decreases the speedup, but not significantly. This is consistent with our bounds because
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interaction, which is high-priority, takes precedence over the low-priority Fibonacci computation.
The right plot in Figure 18 shows the average response time as a function of the number of
interactions per second. The average response time remains relatively flat even as the interaction
rate increases, which is expected because each interaction involves little work (just echoing the
input name). We furthermore see that increasing the number of processors causes an increase in
the response time up to a point. This seems counterintuitive but is likely caused by migrations
of high-priority computations to other processors via a deal, which can increase response time
compared to the local handling of the same interaction. Overall, average response time remains
very good, staying well under 10 milliseconds.
Fibonacci-Network. Our next benchmark has the same structure as the Fibonacci-terminal but
involves more complex interaction. The benchmark opens a socket and listens for incoming
connections. When a connection is received, it starts an interactive channel, implemented as a new
high-priority thread. The interaction on each channel proceeds as in Terminal echo above, until the
program terminates or the client disconnects. Because there can be many channels, each of which is
handled by a thread, active at the same time, this benchmark tests the case where there are many
interactive computations, all of which demand responsiveness.
In this benchmark, the driver program opens a number of network connections, and sends a line
over each at one-second intervals, staggered so that the messages arrive at uniform intervals. The
number of network connections opened is the desired number of interactions per second. Figure 19
shows the results. We see again that the Fibonacci computation scales well with respect to the
sequential baseline with varying levels of interaction. As above, the one-processor case shows the
best responsiveness and the average response times are good, under 100 milliseconds.
Fibonacci Server. In the above benchmarks, the interactive and computational parts of the
benchmark did not interact, apart from the fact that they run together. Our next benchmark, the
“Fibonacci server”, simulates an application that receives queries, each of which requires performing
some compute-intensive task. An interactive, high-priority loop waits for the user to enter a number
on the console. When a number n is entered, the loop starts the computation of the nth Fibonacci
number in a separate low-priority thread that also prints the result on the console; the loop continues
to listen to further inputs immediately after starting the Fibonacci computation.
To assess this benchmark, our driver program runs the benchmark with a trace that inputs the
numbers 41 to 45 in increasing order. The driver calculates the response time as the time between
the input and the next prompt, and the computation time as the time taken to compute each Fibonacci
number. The rate of interaction varies from 0.5 to 2.0 inputs per second. Figure 20 shows the
results. As expected, both numbers begin to increase as the interaction becomes frequent enough
that the Fibonacci computations overlap. The computations still complete in a timely matter, and
the program remains responsive, with average response times not exceeding several milliseconds.
Interactive Convex Hull. Our interactive convex hull benchmark maintains the convex hull of a
set of 2D points, as a user inserts new points by clicking on the screen. A high-priority loop polls
the mouse and, every time the user adds a point, starts a low-priority thread that computes and draws
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Figure 20: The effect of interaction rate for the Fibonacci server on: (l) Computation time (r)
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Figure 21: The effect of interaction rate for the convex hull server on: (l) Computation time (r)
Response time.
the new convex hull. In our experiments, the driver program simulates five clicks at random points
on the screen at regular intervals and calculates the response time for each click as the time between
the click and drawing of the point, and the computation time as the time to compute each hull. So
that the hull computations are not trivial, each one includes 1,000,000 random points that are chosen
at initialization. Figure 21 shows the results. As with the Fibonacci server, the computation times
and response times increase with the interaction rate; this is expected because increased interaction
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rate causes multiple convex hull computations to overlap with each other and with the interaction.
The program still remains responsive to clicks, with response times under 30ms.

5.4

Qualitative Benchmarks

In addition to the relatively simple benchmarks above, we considered more sophisticated benchmarks. These benchmarks are more difficult to evaluate quantitatively, but we assess their performance qualitatively by their usability.
Web Server. A high-priority loop listens for connections and starts a new high-priority thread
for each one. HTTP requests are logged, and a low-priority thread periodically performs analytics
on the log. We simulate a large analytics computation by computing a large Fibonacci number
in parallel. As expected, we observe that the background computations do not interfere with the
handling of HTTP requests.
Photo Viewer. Our photo viewer benchmark allows the user to navigate through a folder of JPEG
images, either by scrolling or jumping to an image. To ensure smooth scrolling, the user interaction
is high priority, and the viewer decodes the next several images in the background so they will be
ready when requested. If the user selects an image that has not yet been decoded, it is decoded
in the foreground and displayed. Our experience shows that the viewer is responsive, indicating
that the decoding is proceeding quickly enough to be effective, and that the background decoding
processes do not hamper the high-priority interaction.
Music Server. A streaming music server listens for network connections and spawns a thread for
each new client. The client requests a music file from the server, which the server streams over the
connection until the end of the file is reached. Some clients (perhaps those paying for a higher level
of service) are designated high-priority, and are handled by high-priority threads; the remaining
clients receive low priority. We tested the server with a relatively small number of clients (up to
10, both low and high priority), and in our experience, it maintains a high quality of service for all
clients.

5.5

Interrupts

To faithfully implement prompt scheduling, our scheduler implements preemption by delivering
interrupts at regular intervals. By performing the interrupts in user space as part of our scheduler,
we keep the overhead of preemption small. Figure 22 reports the effect of varying the interrupt
frequency. In both plots, the x-axis is the interrupt interval in microseconds, shown in log scale.
The plot on the left shows the computation time of the Fibonacci-terminal and Fibonacci-network
benchmarks (on 30 processors). As we would expect, computation time increases with longer
intervals (above 25ms) since these long intervals could result in long delays between deals. Shorter
intervals (below 1ms) increase computation time due to the overhead of interrupts. The plot on the
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Figure 22: The effect of interrupt period on: (l) Computation time (r) Response time.
right shows the response time (in log scale). As expected, the response time generally increases
with the interval at which background tasks are interrupted to handle the interaction.

6

Related Work

We discussed the most closely related work in the main body of the paper. Here we take a broader
perspective and briefly describe more remotely related work.
Parallel Computing. Much work has been done on parallel computing with dynamically scheduled, fine-grained and cooperative threads since the 1970s [5, 30, 10, 26, 41, 18, 17, 42, 39, 36,
25, 37, 35, 50]. Nearly all of this work focuses on maximizing throughput in compute-intensive
applications and relies on cooperative threading. This paper shows that the language abstractions,
dag-based cost models [28, 38, 13] and cost semantics [8, 9, 29], can be extended to include
competitive threading, where threads are scheduled preemptively.
Type Systems for Staged Computation. The type system of λip is based on that of Davies [19]
for binding time analysis, which is derived from linear temporal logic. This work influenced much
followup work on metaprogramming and staged computation [40, 49, 60, 47]. These systems allow
a computation at a stage to create and manipulate, but not eliminate, a computation in a later stage.
For example, a stage 1 computation can create a stage 2 computation as a “black box” but cannot
inspect that computation. We use a two-stage variant of the modality of Davies [19], similar to
that of Feltman et al. [23], which inspires some of our notation. One important difference between
stages and the priorities of our work is that, in our work, computations belonging to different stages
(priorities) can be evaluated concurrently, whereas in staged computations, evaluation proceeds
monotonically in stage order.
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Cost Semantics. The idea of using a cost semantics to reason about efficiency of programs goes
back to the early 1990s [51, 53] and has since been applied in a number of contexts [53, 54, 8, 9, 58,
43]. Our approach builds directly on the work of Blelloch and Greiner [9] and Spoonhower et al.
[58], who use computation graphs represented as dags (directed acyclic graphs) to reason about
time and space in functional parallel programs. These cost models, however, consider cooperatively
threaded parallelism only.
Scheduling. Our prompt-scheduling results generalize Brent’s classic result for scheduling parallel
computations [15]. Since Brent’s result, much work has been done on scheduling. Ullman [61],
Brent [15], and Eager et al. [20] established the hardness of optimal scheduling and the greedy
scheduling principle. These early results have led to many more algorithms [16, 30, 26, 13, 48,
1, 22, 2, 3]. More recent papers showed that priority-based schedulers can improve performance
in practice [62, 63, 34]. Our weighted-dag model builds on the model of Muller and Acar [45],
who developed an algorithm for scheduling blocking parallel programs to hide latency, but did not
consider responsiveness.
Scheduling is also studied extensively in the operating systems community (a book by Silberschatz et al. [55] presents a comprehensive overview). There has been significant interest in
making operating systems work well on multicore machines [6, 14]. The focus, however, has
been on reducing contention within the OS and, as in the high-performance computing community,
distributing resources to jobs so that they can run effectively. Scheduling within a job, which is our
main concern, is less central to systems research.
There has been a great deal of work on scheduling for responsiveness in queuing theory (HarcholBalter [31] presents a comprehensive overview). This line of work assumes a continuous stream
of independent jobs arriving for processing according to some stochastic process. Such arrival
assumptions do not quite fit the parallel computing model, where work is created by a program. In
queuing theory, each job is generally processed by a single processor (or “server”) that decides at
every point in time which of the current jobs to run. This work, however, typically assumes jobs to
be sequential.
Scheduling is also an important concern in real-time computing. Most of this work considers
highly structured (usually synchronous) sequential computations. Saifullah et al. [52] consider
scheduling a set of real-time tasks where each task is a parallel computation represented by a
parallel dag. Their algorithm infers for each vertex in the dag a deadline and schedules the vertices
according to their deadlines. Their work assumes that the tasks are independent and are known in
advance, as is the dag structure.
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Conclusion

This paper takes a step toward uniting cooperative and competitive threading. To this end, we
consider a programming language with fork-join parallelism, interaction, and priorities, and extend
the classic cost models for cooperative threading based on cost graphs and cost semantics to bound
both run-time and responsiveness. Our implementation and experiments suggest that the approach
can be made practical. We leave a number of questions to future work, including the extension of
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our techniques to multiple priorities (instead of the two priorities we consider), the development
of an efficient scheduling algorithm that implements the prompt-scheduling principle, and a more
detailed evaluation.
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